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A Thousand Galaxies. A Billion Worlds. One Deadly EnemyThe Quest Saga Collection contains the

first THREE books of this bestselling series - that's nearly 700 pages of epic interstellar action! Buy

now and save a fantastic 50% off the cover price!The Universe is never a safe place. Especially if

you know something you were never supposed to.Iâ€™m Q : video-gamer, cookie-addict,

professional couch-potato. And I just stumbled onto a secret that will probably kill me.Okay that last

part was a lie. That secret is definitely going to kill me. Look, itâ€™s not like I did it on purpose. I

really didnâ€™t mean to find that hidden lab underneath my house, and I certainly didnâ€™t mean to

open that forbidden vault of secrets either. But I did both those things anyway, and now I have to

pay the price.I was an average teenager two days ago; I cut classes, ate cookies and played Super

Mario. Now I'm a sword-wielding, spell-casting space sorcerer who was forced to enroll into Aliea

Academy.People say teenagers are experts at adapting to new worlds.And Iâ€™ll be damned if I

donâ€™t prove them right.Iâ€™m Q : Space Warrior, Cookie-Addict, Part-Time Sorcerer, and I'm

probably going to die tonight.Like Star Wars and Ender's Game? Then you'll love the Quest

Saga!Author interviewQ - So what makes the Quest Saga so special?A -What makes this series

special is that it dares to go beyond cultural norm, and fuse together fantasy and science fiction - an

ideal that only star wars has pulled off so far. Overall this is an action packed adventure that

promises to be exciting and thrilling on every single page - and I've made sure there's never a dull

moment through it all.Q - Why should readers give these books a try?A - Well, I'd say if someone

wanted a quick easy read with action-packed adventures, this is the novel for them. Most people

love space exploration adventures, and this one combines them with another amazing story tool -

magic. So if you want to know what would happen if magic existed in a high-tech space world, this is

the book for you. Q - How many books are in the Quest Saga?A - I've planned this out to be a

series of five books. So far there are four stories, and the last one should be out by the end of April.

- ConQuest (http://www..com/dp/B00HV4Y3VK)- ZeQuest (http://www..com/dp/B015T56UBS)-

AcQuest (http://www..com/dp/B015RYI2NU)- EcQuest (http://www..com/dp/B01C592P10)- BeQuest

(http://www..com/dp/B01EYJ4S96)Categories :- Young Adult Science Fiction Action Adventure

Novel Series- Space Opera Science Fiction Novels- Space Opera Military Science Fiction- Space

Opera Trilogy- Military Sci-Fi trilogy- Space Opera Technothriller
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Terrible book. The cutthroat should spend less time advertising on Facebook and more time

working on his writing skills. Over the top cardboad characters, a ridiculous premise, and a story

that takes forever to get anywhere. Save your money.

Realistically this should probably be listed in adolescent sci-fi, but overall a good read with well

crafted story lines and strong character development, although it does descend into predictability

upon occasion.

I was confused most of the time and it was all over the place. I actually just stopped reading it all

together. Something I've done only a handful of times in 30 years of reading.

Great series. Hard to put down. I have lost a lot of sleep because of reading it.

already reviewed this!



I really enjoyed reading ConQuest and ZeQuest. I was excited to learn that the third book was

almost out, called AcQuest.I found reading this series has been very interesting. I found it enjoyable

to learn about all the powers and strengths that the new characters possess. Dhayaa has gone to

great lengths to come up with new and unique powers for the characters in this book. His detailed

explanation really helps you visualize what the characters suits of armor should look like. He also

explains other details of the story very well.However, there does seem to be a number of different

stories going on at the same time and it may be hard for some younger readers to follow or they

might get confused or lose interest.Overall it is a great read. I found it very compelling and it kept

me wanting to find out what happens next.

I have read all three books and give them a thumbs up for originality. A fun mix of magic and

futuristic space battle. Characters are well balanced . Tho I want to say the next title could be the

further adventures of Q. Had to put that in there.........Dhayaa Anbajagane, hope you don't mind.

Great read. Fun with good pacing made me want to read more sci-fi.
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